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ABSTRACT
With the proliferation of System-of-Systems (SoS) to address today’s increasingly complex requirements, there is an
overarching need to manage the emergent, and often unexpected, behaviours that these SoS-es bring. Safety is among the
foremost concerns when emergent behaviours are considered. The complex nature of SoS is proving to be a challenge for
traditional system safety techniques and practices, especially in eliciting emergent hazards due to the many interrelated and
interdependent systems in an SoS. This article proposes an approach to identify emergent hazards in an SoS. The proposed
approach adopts multiple perspectives to identify emergent hazards through four analysis techniques and subsequently
synthesise the findings to establish the list of emergent hazards. This approach was employed for a networked air defence
system, and the results showed that the approach provided a more comprehensive and systematic framework to identify
emergent hazards.
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INTRODUCTION
System-of-Systems (SoS) has been defined as a set or
arrangement of systems that entails independent and useful
systems being integrated into a larger system that delivers
unique capabilities (Department of Defense [DoD], 2008).
These monolithic complex systems known as SoS-es are
increasingly prevalent in the Singapore Armed Forces and
are used to address the complex military requirements and
a rapidly changing threat environment. Among the various
characteristics found in SoS, emergent behaviour is of
particular concern to safety practitioners (Maier, 1998; Sage &
Cuppan, 2001). New hazards, otherwise known as emergent
hazards, which are borne out of these emergent behaviours,
are challenging to identify using traditional methods. As such,
to achieve a successful safety assessment for such a complex
SoS would require a hazard analysis methodology that
examines these complex system interactions (Pereira, Lee, &
Howard, 2006).
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This article discusses the key challenges in identifying emergent
hazards and the considerations for effective emergent hazard
identification. It is proposed that a novel Multiple Perspective
Hazard Identification (MPHI) approach be taken to elicit
emergent hazards by studying SoS-es from four distinct angles
– holistic, scenario, interface and constituent system.

SOS EMERGENT HAZARDS
Emergent behaviours may bring about both beneficial and
detrimental effects to the SoS (DoD, 2008). When considering
these emergent behaviours, safety is among the foremost
concerns. These effects may give rise to emergent hazards,
which are not initially present in the constituent system but may
surface when they interoperate with other constituent systems
in the SoS. According to Redmond (2007), SoS hazards are
made up of both single-system hazards and emergent hazards
(see Figure 1). A single-system hazard is one that is attributable
to a single system alone. On the other hand, emergent hazards
are hazards that occur within an SoS and are not attributable
to a single system.

System of
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Single-System
Hazards

Emergent
Hazards

Figure 1. SoS hazards

An example of a single-system hazard would be that of a missile
launched inadvertently due to a missile ignition squib fault. This
hazard is due to a fault in the missile and may occur even when
the missile is not connected to the SoS (i.e. the cause and the
mishap is confined to a single system). An emergent hazard
would entail the missile being launched due to an erroneous
input from a command and control (C2) system (i.e. the mishap
is due to external causes and therefore not attributable to a
single system alone).

CHALLENGES IN IDENTIFYING SOS
EMERGENT HAZARDS
Research has highlighted that certain types of emergent
hazards in an SoS cannot be identified reliably through
traditional hazard analysis methods (Rae & Alexander, 2011).
The following SoS characteristics pose challenges in the
identification of SoS emergent hazards (see Figure 2).

Ambiguous
Boundaries

the summation of the individual behaviours of its constituent
systems (DoD, 2008). Interactions between constituent
systems may give rise to emergent behaviours that span across
constituent systems (Ang, 2015). This follows the rationale
that performing individual hazard analysis on the constituent
systems of an SoS may not be effective.

Ambiguous Boundaries
The boundaries defined for the hazard analysis determine
the information considered as part of the hazard analysis.
Poorly defined boundaries may result in vital information being
omitted or excessive information being considered, ultimately
impacting the comprehensiveness and efficiency of the hazard
analysis. This is a challenge because SoS boundaries can
often be ambiguous (DoD, 2008). For example, the Airborne
Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft is typically
not considered as part of a networked air defence system.

Multiple
Stakeholders

Complexity

Evolutionary
Nature

Figure 2. Challenges in SoS engineering

Complexity
Due to the complex interoperability of multiple constituent
systems in an SoS, the behaviour of the SoS may not be merely

However, surveillance information from the AWACS should be
considered for hazard identification as it might have an impact
on SoS behaviour.
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Multiple Stakeholders

NETWORKED AIR DEFENCE

An SoS typically straddles multiple engineering disciplines
whereby deep technical and operational knowledge and
expertise are embedded across many different experts (Ang,
2015). It is unlikely for any single individual to fully comprehend
the interactions and behaviour of the SoS. For example, a typical
networked air defence system comprises multiple stakeholders
from several different weapons, sensors and C2 systems.
Communication among the many different stakeholders can
hence be extremely challenging.

The SoS safety team from DSTA was tasked to identify the
hazards associated with the networked air defence system
that comprises a mix of legacy and new constituent systems,
including different sensor systems, a C2 system and multiple
weapon systems (see Figure 3). The various systems are
networked together to fulfil the air defence mission and are
considered an SoS. The analysis boundary was defined to
ensure all vital systems or information that affect or influence
SoS operations are considered in the hazard identification
process. Systems that do not affect the SoS operations, for
example a constituent system that only receives data and does
not send out any data to the SoS, are considered to be outside
the boundary.

Evolutionary Nature
As the SoS evolves, the hazard analyses conducted for previous
configurations may cease to be accurate or relevant. New
capabilities and functions brought about with each evolution
may introduce emergent behaviours and this usually calls for
a re-analysis to be conducted on the new SoS configuration,
which may be impractical (Rae & Alexander, 2011). To further
compound the issue, the safety effort may expand exponentially
with each evolution due to the increasing number of interactions
between constituent systems. The effort required to perform a
full hazard analysis with each new SoS configuration may not
be sustainable or cost effective.

PROPOSED APPROACH FOR
EMERGENT HAZARD IDENTIFICATION
The objective of the team’s emergent hazard identification
approach was to provide a structured and effective framework
to identify emergent hazards that complements the system
safety process outlined in MIL-STD-882E (DoD, 2012). It
adopted a multi-perspective approach that examines the SoS
from different viewpoints to identify SoS emergent hazards. The
approach involves four distinct perspectives (see Figure 4). From
the team’s experience with various hazard analysis techniques,

Figure 3. Overview of the networked air defence
(Reprinted with permission from Ministry of Defence, Singapore)
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Figure 4. Multiple perspectives for SoS hazard identification

each technique generally focuses on a specific perspective to
identify hazards. Therefore, more than one technique would be
required to examine the many aspects of the SoS.

Holistic Perspective

SoS operations as a whole, an example of a TLMS would be
fratricide, whereby a friendly aircraft is targeted by the weapon
system due to erroneous targeting data disseminated from the
sensor systems.

Scenario Perspective

A holistic top-level perspective is adopted to study the
overarching concept of the SoS operations and capabilities
which span across multiple constituent systems. This
perspective is driven by the concern that analysing constituent
systems in isolation or parts is inadequate. The Top-Level
Mishap Scenarios (TLMS) technique would consider all the
constituent systems in the SoS (see Figure 5) when identifying
hazards.
The top-level mishaps associated with the SoS operations are
first identified, followed by the likely scenarios that can result
in these mishaps. Considering the networked air defence

While the holistic perspective identifies mishap scenarios at
the overarching SoS level, the scenario perspective on the
other hand, examines the safety concerns related to SoS
operations and interoperability between the constituent
systems (see Figure 6). Subject matter experts and operators
are often able to draw upon their experiences and expert
knowledge to raise pertinent safety concerns associated
with specific operational scenarios. These scenarios typically
involve multiple constituent systems, and therefore may
require various experts to communicate their knowledge of the
constituent systems.

Figure 5. Holistic perspective
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Figure 6. Scenario perspective

The Scenario-Based Hazard Analysis (SBHA) technique
adopts a scenario perspective and addresses the safety
concerns derived from specific SoS operational scenarios and
interoperability of constituent systems. SBHA was developed
as a discussion-centric process, which draws upon operational
and technical expert experience, operational scenarios as
well as top-level mishaps identified in TLMS. For effective
communication, these safety concerns are described in the
form of scenarios, in which complex SoS interactions can be
framed as a sequence of events. In the case of the networked
air defence system, a list of potential safety concerns were
identified by the team following initial discussions. An example
of the safety concerns raised included “mode-pairing issues”
between constituents in which the live weapon system
interoperates with the C2 system and sensors in “simulator”
mode. As the safety concerns were due to specific operational
scenarios, it would not have been identified easily via the other
three techniques or traditional hazard analyses.

Sensor
System

Interface
between C2
and Sensor

Interface Perspective
In a network-centric SoS, interactions are achieved through
electronic messages communicated between the constituent
systems. The interface perspective examines what is
communicated between constituent systems to identify
potential impact to the SoS (see Figure 7). The MessageBased Hazard Analysis (MBHA) was developed by the team
to review each interface message transacted between the
constituent systems for safety impact to the recipient system
and SoS if a message fault occurs. A set of message faults –
loss of message, duplication of message, message corruption
and incorrect message sequence – was generated to guide
the analysis. The Interface Control Documents for each pair
of constituent systems and the top-level mishaps identified
in TLMS were used in the analysis to identify safety critical
messages and to understand their subsequent impact on the
SoS.

C2
System
Interface
between C2
and Weapon
Weapon
System

Figure 7. Interface perspective
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The MBHA successfully identified multiple safety critical
messages that were not apparent to its immediate recipient
constituent system. An example was that of the sensor location
message, which was deemed safety critical only after the
analysis revealed that an error in this message could affect
the weapon’s trajectory (see Figure 8). By tracing the message
flow from the sensor system to the C2 system and ultimately
the weapon system, it was determined that the sensor location
message could affect the computation of the target’s location
and in turn influence the missile’s flight path. The safetycriticality of this message could have been overlooked easily if
the analysis had ended at the immediate recipient constituent
system.

Sensor System

Constituent System Perspective
Constituent systems come inherently with hazards and some
of these hazards may be triggered by the interoperability of the
SoS. The constituent system perspective examines the safety
assessment conducted at the individual constituent system
level to identify potential avenues where the SoS can affect the
constituent systems (see Figure 9).
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Weapon System
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• S
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sensor)

• A
 ffects weapon
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critical

• Deemed not safety
critical
Figure 8. Example of a MBHA
(Reprinted with permission from Ministry of Defence, Singapore)
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Figure 9. Constituent system perspective
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To minimise duplication of effort, the approach builds upon
the hazard analyses previously conducted1 on the constituent
systems. It does so by leveraging the single-system hazards
as a prompt list to identify potential emergent hazards. Legacy
systems that are repurposed as constituent systems may
require reanalysis as the previously conducted hazard analyses
may be irrelevant to the SoS environment or mission.
A case of an emergent hazard identified through the Constituent
System Hazard Analysis (CSHA) was that of a missile launch
caused by a launch command submitted unintentionally by
the weapon system (see Figure 10). It was a single-system
hazard associated with the weapon system, where its hazard
components were localised within the system itself. Through
the CSHA process, it was revealed that the weapon system
could also be triggered to initiate a missile launch if it had
received a launch command from the C2 system.

Weapon System

Constituent System
Hazard

Inadvertent missile
launch

approach allows the identification of unique hazards that may
not be surfaced reliably if a conventional single-perspective
approach was adopted. While employing the four techniques
may result in overlapping findings, the MPHI approach
surfaces unique safety concerns and hazards that cannot be
easily identified otherwise. Although the MPHI approach is
more expensive to conduct compared to a single-perspective
approach, the resultant emergent hazard list is comparatively
more comprehensive.
Complex SoS-es continue to provide a fertile ground for new
emergent hazard analysis methodologies and the challenges
highlighted in this article provide the basis for more innovative
and effective methods to be developed. The next priority is to
enhance the approach to manage an ever-evolving SoS more
effectively.

ERROR

ERROR

Local Causal Factors

External Causal Factors

Inadvertent missile
launch command to
launcher from weapon
console

Inadvertent launch
command from C2
to weapon

Inadvertent ignition of
missile rocket motor due
to faulty squib

No external CF

Figure 10. Example of the CSHA
(Reprinted with permission from Ministry of Defence, Singapore)
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1	
Each constituent system must first provide the assurance

respectively.

that it is safe for standalone operations before it is permitted to
be integrated into the SoS. Therefore, each constituent system
would have had its hazard analysis conducted as a single
system prior to its integration with the SoS.
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